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Watts: The idea of a university: Some philosophic implications for the c

Individuals and the society they live in
are a great part of what the educational enterprise is all about.

of the university and o f education can have a great deal to
say of relevance to the commu nity-junior colleg e move·
ment. Certainly, if the university can be scrutinized philO·
sophically with as much vigor and perseverance as It has,
and hopefully profited therefrom as a result of that con tin ·
uing criticism, then most assuredly the community-junior
college can also be profitably and fruitfully con sid ered as
a fit subject for philosophical evaluation. By philosophical
evaluation or scrutiny here I mean to imply objectives,
goals, values as understood in relation to what kind of person the community-junior college ought to produce, as
opposed to merely su mmarily devising means of producing them.
.
With the premises o f this essay already submitted ,
perhaps the prejudices of the essayist should righlly be
brought to the fore: I am concerned that the community-ju·
nior college movement has been so oriented to the practil, ca to producing good technicians, that it has to a great
deg ree lost sight of a historic liberal arts tradition, of ~he
historic ideals proposed and develo
ped
by the perennial·
ists and by others. Clifton Fadiman has observed that the
controversies in education today are similar to disputes In
other vital areas in our society in that they center basically
upon issues which are philosophical In natu re. '"Ono's attitude toward the proposals made concerning present-day
ed ucation depends on one's conception o f man. It depends on one's view of his nature, his powers and his reason for existence."'
The c ommun ity-j unior college is not a university. Bu t
it is a member in good standing of the higher educ ation
community. Some observers such as e. Lamar Johnson have
through the years made allusions to the community-junior
by Thomas Dale Watts
college being too closely identified with the higher edu cation un iversity model.' But Robert Maynard Hutchins,
afore·mentioned as one of the most perceptive critics of
modern-day education, lumps both universities and community-junior colleges in the same vocationalistlc bag and
argues that both are g uil ty of the same fallacies, bo th are
too closely tied in with the " primary conditions" of socl·
Unquestionably, Newman's The Idea of a University,
ety as opposed to a need for a broader, more rational
n· co
published in the mid -nineteenth century, endures to this
sideration of the eternal needs of people. " The tendencies
day as the tru ly classic s tatemen t of a great Intellect on
all over the world," Hutchins states, "sugges ts that the
higher education. Fergal McGrath has written o f it as an
university will cease to be an autonomous Intellectua
l
'"inspiring effort o f a great mind to establish a perfect syn·
community, a center o f independent thought and critithesis o f the puzzling pattern of human exis tence, and to
cism a nd will become a nationalized ind ustr
y." ' Thus,
honour it as an ennoblement of the concept of man' s d eswhat' Newman warned of in the Idea of a Universit y when
tiny."' George Shuster aptly characterized the Influence of
he spoke forcefully for the university and for higher educa·
the book in remarking that It has done more than any other
tion as being abOve and apart from culture, not subserto stimulate reflection on the character and alms of higher
vient to or dependent o n it, Hutchins subsequenlly develeducation.
ops as a major theme in his wO<k.
A modern·day twentieth century equivalent of NewIt appears as if the community college has become
man c an be found in the writings of Robert Maynard
of a " service
ation"
st
to society, just as its parsomething
Hutchins. Both Newman and Hutchins are members of a
ent and godfather, the university, has become. Interestschool of educational philosophy that William E. Drake
Hutchins notes that a rather lush crop o f doubletalk
has referred to as the "' perenn lalist" school.' Can the clas-g ly, in
has developed, with many an apologist havi ng no diffisic erud ition of Newman, the contemporary brillance of
culty saying that a community college or university must
Hutchins, the trad itional, ti me-worn values and principles
at the same time be a servic e statio n for the community
of the perennialist be applied with any degree of relevance
and
an institution for '"higher" learning; classified under
or success to the relatively recent and burgeoning phe·
the rubric of " higher education." Both community colnomenon that is the community-junior college move·
leges and universities must be focused on the immediate
ment? The underlying premise o f this essay is that phi·
needs of their environment, ii is argued, and at the same
losophers of education who have addressed themselves
e prin- applicabl
time engaged in the study of " universally
to the great philosophical issues concerning the purpose
ciples
or the development of universally val id scho larship. "s
Thomas Dale Watts is an associate professor In the Gradu·
Newman argues so convincingly here that his word
s
ate School of Social Work, University of Texas-Arlington.
speak for ttiemselves:
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Now observe how this impatience acts in matters
of research and speculation. W hat happens to the
Ignorant and hotheaded will take place in the case
of every person whose education or pursuits are
contracted, whether they be merely professional,
merely scientific, or of whatever other peculiar
complexion. Men whose Ille lies in the cultivation
of one science, or the exercises of one method of
thought, have no more right, though they have of·
len more ambition, to generalize upon the basis of
their own pursuit but beyond its range, than the
schoolboy or the ploughman to judge o f a Prime
Minister .... Thus he becomes what is commonly
called a man of one idea; which properly means a
man of one science, and of the view, partly true,
but subordinate, partly false, which is all that can
proceed out of anything so partial .... '
From this, what can one fashion the two-year,
ter·
l,
mina technical training of many community college
trained people to be? Are we training a whole plethora
of narrowly trained technician specialists- inhalation
therapists, library technicians. real estate practice spe·
cialists, automotive technologists, etc., who are really,
despite perhaps even scattered human ities courses taken
during the course of their two-year program, quite ill·
equipped to understand, partake of, make reason out of
the complex lnterworkings of the modern society we live
in? Are we seeking to achieve a society consisting of great
hordes of " technicall
y trained" peopl
e, bereft of a broader
intellectual background in the liberal arts, a broader
vision? What is being said here and the questions being
raised have been said in other ways before- by none no
less than John Dewey, who argued that education must
prepare citizens for living in a democratic socie_ty. In or·
der for citizens to understand and participate In democratic
society, argues Dewey, citizens must be educated in and
of that society. Amazingly, as that very democratic soci ·
ety gets more complex, the junior·community college al·
most pretends as if that society. that democratic society,
did not exist . .. or perhaps we could say the complexity
of that society did not exist. A narrow, technical training
is stood in stark relief alongside that complex society.
Of course many technical training programs Include some
humanities courses. The question is whether it is really
enough. So often, the talk is of "opening lines of com·
mu nication between the professional staff and the stu·
dents,"' whereas now "sensory needs take priority over
the rational eternal needs of the people."'
When we speak of the rational and eternal needs of
the people we mean going beyond the tangible, the im·
mediate moment. It is true that we need more inhalation
therapists in hospitals. But perhaps as importantly, and
really more so, we need more inhalation therapists who
know something of the role of hospitals In the larger
society, the ethics of health care, the position of health in
the total social fabric, and so on. The inhalation therapist
is going to have to know more about the "politics of health
care" that is now being spoken of so often. If the student
is narrowly trained in a given community college technical
education program. there is serious question as to
whether he or she is really liberally educated enough to
participate in and to understand the complex. dizzingly
abstruse entity that is contemporary society.
The criticism of community college vocationally ori·
ented education (and its counterpart, university voca·
tionally oriented education, which, these critics say, dif·
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fers only in kind) has been best voiced throughout the
last decades (and before that) by a group of educational
philosophers previously referred to in this esay as the
"perennialists."
Perennialism
is at once a philosophy of
education and a philosophy of culture. It is a philosophy of
culture that involves protest, protest against some of the
main patterns of Western cu lture as they have been woven
since the eighteenth century, especially as it has invo lved
what they regard as an excessive emphasis on science
and technology. They agree that there is some justi·
fication for assuming that formal education over the past
century has improved quantitatively and qualitative
ly, yet,
in spite of these " improvements" the core of our com·
mon life does not seem to have' improved markedly.•• This
core would include our means of commu nication, feelings
of affection, community undertakings, what we know in
common, our shared literary,
ural,cult
philosophical
traditions and the like.
Robert Maynard Hutchins, like Newman a member of
the perenn ialist school, and heavily influenced by New·
man's thought, expresses well the basic ideas of New·
man with many insights o f his own in his numerous writ· iam
lngs. W ill
E. Drake assesses Hutchins' ideas well:
Hutchins sets forth a comprehensive conception
of education based on metaphysical premises
concerning man's 'fixed and essential nature.'
These conceptions, worked out in some detail as
the essence of a liberal education, are to determine the nature of the remolding of our edu·
cational institutions-elementary, secondary,
and higher . . . Hutchins holds that the uni·
varsity today cannot be a true intellectual center
because it is too closely tied up with the pri·
mary conditions of our society, conditions such
as (1) a false theory of democracy, (2) worship
of monetary power, and (3) a materialistic con·
ception of progress ... "
A former United States Comm issioner of Education
once quite laudably noted that: " Increasing
ly,
we are per·
suaded as a Nation that education is not reserved for
youth but is properly a lifelong concern . . .""It is a truism
that in keeping with the tradition of such thinkers as
Newman, Hutchins and Lippman, we must yet be co·n·
cerned with what kind of lifelong education th is consists
of. Certainly; it must be an education in service of the
community; this much Hutchins and most everyone agree
on . But what kind of service? What does the community
need? Fields has noted that "the community college is
committed by philosophy to the specific purposes of serv·
Ing all members of the community,"" while Medsker
says that "it is hardly conceivable that an institution
would long remain in a community and not feel the obliga·
tion and challenge to perform such services.'" ' Medsker
later defines commu nity service as the various special services an educational institution may provide for a commu·
nity over and beyond formalized classroom instruction."
Whereas Hutchins and Newman argue that an in·
stitutlon of higher learning can best serve the community
by dealing with " liberal knowledge,""
Harlacher
goes so
far as to say that " the role of a college in providing a
special program of community services becomes that of a
catalytic force - to supply the leadership, co-ordi nation
and co-operation necessary to stimulate action programs
by appropriate individuals and groups within the com·
munity."" Those words strike heavy notes with the likes
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of the perennlalists, not the least when Reynolds argues
that "the acceptance or community services as a major
function of this truly unique institution of higher
education has led to the junior college's Identity as a
'community service agency,''"' the process or which In·
volves " both
and community resources.""
What Is essentially being argued here Is a completely
different conception of "service to the community." The
perennlalists say that an institution can be or more valued
service to the community in being intellectually away from
that community, looking at it critically, coolly, with detachment.
Of course, the contemporary community collegeunivers ity advoc ate argues the reverse, or so It seems.
The commun ity college, as the previously aforemen·
tioned au thors (such as Reynolds, et al) pointed out,
should be almost synonymous with, parallel to, linked w ith
and In, the community. The college in the town rightly
exists for the town, not the college (which many col lege
administrators of years gone by had to seemingly be constantly reminded of-and nowadays more likely by the
cruel hand of finances). Thus, there is the attempt to bring
the college Into the town, and, more importantly, the town
into the college. we are living in pragmatic, empirical,
Deweyist North America. What works should be used.
In all of this continuing debate there naturally exists
the great danger of polarization. What both sides perhaps
are failing to recognize is that there are inherent but not insoluble difficulties on both sides. Perhaps Henderson
summarizes It best in his essay in his book Higher
Education: Dimensions and Directions:
A primary thesis of this ;1nalysis is that liberal
education s hould be dynamic rather than passive.
A corollary of thos is that liberal education should
be concerned with the cultural heritage for Its In
value
understanding the present and in
developing the future. The ful l comprehension or
clvlllzatlon will not be found In the seclusion o f
the Ivy-walled campus, nor merely in passively ab·
sorblng knowledge • • • the study of theory
becomes meaningful in relation to practices.
Knowledge becomes more fully assimilated and
Individual attitudes are changed.''
would
It
be difficult to deny the truth of the
tainly Cer
observation by Dewey that wisdom, and the sk ills with
which to use It constructively, derive from personal experience." The liberal arts in a community-junior college
curriculu m mus t be oriented as muc h as possible toward
the personal experiences and current situations o f contemporary s tudents. we wou ld want to avoid a liberal arts
education at the c ommunity college level that Is not truly
"liberal." I would favor more basic philosophy courses at
the community college level, in that philosophy wou ld
tend to encourage the development of a wider, deeper,
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more "l iberal" liberal arts dimension and tradition. We
must attempt to avoid the opposites of the stereotypical
effete " Englishgentleman" liberal arts tradition on the
one hand, with al l its snobbish, unworldly airs, and on the
other hand a highly technically trained robot, unaware of
college
wider culture, on the other. Somewhere there is a middle
ground. Society is at stake here, and it is only through the
education of free citizens that society is what it is and
functions as it functions. How best to improve society is
what the educational enterprise Is about.
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